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The Policymaker and the Intellectual
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A scene must be struck by the
tentative quality of our policy both
NY OBSERVER of the

American

foreign and domestic. Major parts
of the world are undergoing revolutionary upheaval; but we seem
hardly aware that peoples abroad
find increasingly little in America
with which to identify themselves.
Beyond any disagreement or dissatisfaction over specific policies there
exists an ever-growing distrust or
at least incomprehension of America's purposes.
It would be comforting to believe
that this state of affairs is due to
particular mistakes of policy that
can be reversed more or less easily.
Unfortunately the problem is more
deep-seated. Our policymakers' lack
of vigor is matched by that of many
of their critics. It has been a long
time since there has been a real debate on policy issues beyond a bland
competition for slogans such as coexistence or flexibility.
This stagnation is often ascribed
to the fact that our best people are
not attracted into government service. But it may be pertinent to inquire how qualified our eminent men
are for the task of policymaking
in a revolutionary period. Others
trace the cause of our difficulties to
the lack of respect shown the intellectual by our society. However, a
case could be made for the proposition that in some respects the intellectual has never been more in
demand; that he makes such a
relatively small contribution not
because he is rejected but because
his function is misunderstood. He is
sought after enthusiastically but for
the wrong reasons and in pursuit of
the wrong purposes.
Administrative Stagnation
One of the paradoxes of an increasingly specialized, bureaucratized
society is that the qualities rewarded in the rise to eminence are less
and less the qualities required once
eminence is reached. Specialization
encourages administrative and technical skills, which are not necessarily related to the vision and creativity needed for leadership. The
essence of good administration is
co-ordination among the specialized
functions of a bureaucracy. The task
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of the executive is to infuse and occasionally to transcend routine with
purpose.
Yet while the head of an organization requires a different outlook
from that of his administrative subordinates, he must generally be r e cruited from their ranks. Eminence
thus is often reached for reasons
and according to criteria which are
irrelevant to the tasks which must
be performed in the highest positions. Despite all personnel procedures and perhaps because of
them, superior performance at the

apex of an organization is frequently in the deepest sense accidental.
This problem, serious enough in
the private sector, is even more
complicated in government. In a
society that has prided itself on its
free-enterprise character, it is inevitable that the qualities which are
most esteemed in civilian pursuits
should also be generally rewarded
by high public office. But very little
in the experience that forms American leadership groups produces the
combination of political acumen,
conceptual skill, persuasive power,
and administrative ability required
for the highest positions of government.
style of life that inhibits reflecO
tiveness. For one of the characterUR EXECUTIVES are shaped by a

istics of a society based on specialization is the enormous work load
of its top personnel. The smooth
functioning of the administrative
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apparatus absorbs more energies
than the definition of criteria on
which decision is to be based.
Issues are reduced to their simplest
terms. Decision making is increasingly turned into a group effort.
The executive's task is conceived
as choosing among administrative
proposals in the formulation of
which he has no part and with the
substance of which he is often unfamiliar. A premium is placed on
"presentations" which take the
least effort to grasp and which in
practice usually mean oral "briefing." (This accounts for the emergence of the specialist in "briefings"
who prepares charts, one-page summaries, etc.) In our society the
policymaker is dependent to an
increasing extent on his subordinates' conception of the essential
elements of a problem.
The bureaucratization of our society reflects not only its inevitable
specialization but also certain deepseated philosophical attitudes all
the more pervasive for rarely being
made explicit. Two generations of
Americans have been shaped by the
pragmatic conviction that inadequate performance is somehow the
result of a failure to properly understand an "objective" environment and that group effort is valuable in itself. The interaction of
several minds is supposed to broaden the range of "experience," and
"experience" is believed to be the
ultimate source of knowledge.
Pragmatism, at least in its generally accepted forms, produces a tendency to identify a policy issue with
the search for empirical data. It sees
in consensus a test of validity; it
distrusts individual effort or at least
individual certitude and it tends
to suppress personal judgment as
"subjective."

r

iE LOW VALUATION of personal
views produces a greater concern
with the collection of facts than
with an interpretation of their significance; therefore the myth in our
government that intelligence does
not advise, it only reports. It leads
to a multiplication of advisory staffs
and a great reliance on study groups
of all types. Each difficulty calls into
being new panels which frequently
THE REPORTER

act as if nothing had ever been done
before, partly, at least, because the
very existence of a problem is taken
as an indication of the inadequacy
of the previous advice.
The situation is compounded by
the personal humility that is one of
the most attractive American traits.
Most Americans are convinced that
no one is ever entirely "right," or, as
the saying goes, that if there is disagreement each party is probably a
little in error. The fear of dogmatism pervades the American scene.
But the corollary of the tentativeness of most views is an incurable inward insecurity. Even very eminent
people are reluctant to stand alone,
and they see in concurrence one of
their chief tests of validity.
Philosophical conviction and psychological bias thus combine to
produce in and out of government
a penchant for policymaking by
committee. The obvious insurance
against the possibility of error is to
obtain as many opinions as possible.
And unanimity is important, in that
its absence is a standing reminder
of the tentativeness of the course
adopted. The committee approach to
decision making is often less an organizational device than a spiritual
necessity.
In this manner, policy is fragmented into a series of ad hoc decisions which make it difficult to
achieve a sense of direction or even
to profit from experience. Substantive problems are transformed into
administrative ones. Innovation is
subjected to "objective" tests which
deprive it of spontaneity. "Policy
planning" becomes the projection of
familiar problems into the future.
Momentum is confused with purpose. There is greater concern with
how things are than with which
things matter. The illusion is created that we can avoid recourse
to personal judgment and responsibility as the final determinant of
policy.
The debilitating tendency of this
approach is often obscured in the
private sector of our society because
the goals of our economic effort are
relatively limited. They involve less
the creation of a policy framework
than successfully operating within
one—itself a conciliatory procedure.
But when the same method is applied to national policy, its limitations become dramatically apparent.
Many of our policymakers begin
their governmental careers with
only superficial acquaintance with
the problems of their office. This is
partly because the rise to eminence
has often absorbed most of their energies, partly because civic consciousness, where it exists, most
often finds its outlet on the local
level. Whatever the reason, few
of our executives (or lawyers with
business background) can benefit
in government from the strong
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will which is often their outstanding
trait and which gained them success.
Consciously or not, our top policymakers often lack the assurance and
the conceptual framework to impose
a pattern on events or to impart a
sense of direction to their administrative staffs. Their unfamiliarity
with their subject matter reinforces
their already strong tendency to
identify a policy problem with an
administrative breakdown and a
policy solution with an aggregate
of administrative proposals.
fT^HE IMPACT on national policy is
JL pernicious. Even our highest policy bodies, such as the National
Security Council, are less concerned
with developing over-all measures
in terms of a well-understood national purpose than with adjusting the varying approaches of
semi-autonomous departments. The
elaborateness of the process is compounded by the tendency of advisers to advise; for silence may be
taken to mean not that the idea
under discussion is good but that
the adviser is inadequate. The committee system is more concerned
with co-ordination and adjustment
than with purpose.
A policy dilemma is produced because the advantages and disadvantages of alternative measures appear
fairly evenly balanced; otherwise
there would be no need for discussion. (This leaves aside the question
to what extent the committee procedure encourages a neutral personality to which the pros and cons of

sions and the attitudes of our officials distort the essence of policy.
Effective policy depends not only
on the skill of individual moves but
even more importantly on their relationship to each other. It requires
a sense of proportion; a sense of
style provides it with inner discipline. All these intangibles are negated where problems become isolated cases each of which is disposed
of on its merits by experts in the
special difficulties it involves. It
is as if in commissioning a painting,
a patron would ask one artist to
draw the face, another the body, another the hands, and still another
the feet, simply because each artist
is particularly good in one category.
Such a procedure in stressing the
components would lose the meaning
of the whole.
is a paradox: the more
intense the search for certainty
T
by means of administrative devices,
HE RESULT

the greater is the inward insecurity
of the participants. The more they
seek "objectivity," the more diffuse
their efforts become. The insecurity
of many of our policymakers sometimes leads to almost compulsive
traits. Officials—and other executives as well—tend to work to the
point of exhaustion as one indication
that they have done all that could
be asked. The insecurity of many of
our policymakers sometimes is also
shown by the fact that almost in direct proportion as advisory staffs
multiply they are distrusted by
those at the top. Officials increasingly feel the need for "outside"—and
therefore unbiased—advice. Memoranda that are produced within the
bureaucracy are taken less seriously
than similar papers that are available to the general public. Crucial
policy advice is increasingly requested from ad hoc committees of
outside experts. (See, e.g., the
Gaither Committee on national defense or the Draper Committee on
economic assistance.)

These committees are often extraordinarily useful. They provide
a fresh point of view. They can
focus public discussion. They make
possible the tapping of talent that
would otherwise be unavailable, particularly in the scientific field. (A
almost any course of action always good case in point is James Killian's
seem fairly even and which there- method of operation as science adfore creates artificial dilemmas.) But viser to the President.) They may
in assessing these alternatives the even galvanize the bureaucracy.
risks always seem more certain than Nevertheless they suffer from serithe opportunities. No one can ever ous drawbacks. Whatever the preprove that an opportunity existed, vious experience of the members,
but failure to foresee a danger in- they require extensive "briefing."
volves swift retribution. As a result, This places an additional strain on
much of the committee procedure is the bureaucracy, while the members
designed to permit each participant of the committee are frequently
or agency to register objections, and ready to make their best contributhe system stresses avoidance of risk tion at the point when the group is
rather than boldness of conception. disbanded. Then again, the commitOur method of arriving at deci- tee is inevitably drawn from the
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same segment of society as the top
officials. Its members have therefore
also been victims of the prevailing administrative pace. And the
committee process, with its trend
toward the fragmentation of policy
and its bias toward simplified approaches, is almost as pervasive in
ad hoc groups as in regular governmental committees.
In some respects ad hoc groups
can even be said to represent
an important diversion of talent.
The number of outstanding individuals with experience in a given
field is severely limited. As a result
the same group is called again and
again on related tasks. Its discussions soon become predictable and
sometimes even stereotyped. The
ideal situation would be a "leapfrogging" process in which the current high officials expend their
intellectual capital while others,
usually outside government, develop
new concepts and approaches. But
constant membership on committees
causes many of their members to
stagnate and freezes them at the
level of the experience or effort that
gained them their reputation.
outside groups are
handicapped by the fact that
M
unless they constitute themselves
OREOVER,

into a pressure group seeking to
mold public opinion—a function beyond their scope and usually contrary to their purpose—they can be
effective only if they convince the
bureaucracy. If they are too far in
advance of existing thinking, they
are ignored. If they only confirm
what has already been considered
within the government, they are
unnecessary. Ad hoc committees
generally can be effective only in a

narrowly circumscribed area which
may be somewhat ahead of official
views but which rarely touches the
essence of the problem: to challenge the existing assumptions or to
define a new sense of direction.
The committee system not only has
a tendency to ask the wrong questions, it also puts a premium on the
wrong qualities. The committee
process is geared to the pace of conversation. Even where the agenda
is composed of memoranda, these
are prepared primarily as a background for discussion, and they
stand and fall on the skill with
which they are presented. Hence
32

quickness of comprehension is more
important than reflectiveness, fluency more useful than creativeness.
The ideal "committee man" does not
make his associates uncomfortable;
he does not operate with ideas too
far outside of what is generally accepted. Thus the thrust of committees is toward a standard of average
performance. Since a complicated
idea cannot be easily absorbed by
ear—particularly when it is new—
committees lean toward what fits in
with the most familiar experience
of their members. They therefore
produce great pressure in favor of
the status quo. Committees are consumers and sometimes sterilizers of
ideas, rarely creators of them.

for the statement is frequently so
general that it must be renegotiated
when the situation to which it applies arises.
The rigidity of American policy is
therefore a symptom of the psychological burden placed on our policymakers. Policies developed with
great inward doubt become almost
sacrosanct as soon as they are finally officially adopted. The reason is
psychological. The status quo has at
least the advantage of familiarity.

OR ALL their cumbersome procedure and their striving for
F
"objectivity," there is something

approaching frivolity about many
committees. Ideas are accepted because no one can think of an
objection fast enough; or they are
rejected because they cannot readily be grasped. Unfortunately, not
everything that sounds plausible is
important and many important
ideas do not seem plausible—at
least at first glance, the only glance
permitted by most committees. Rapidity of comprehension is not
always equivalent to responsible assessment; it may even be contrary
to it. The result is a vicious circle:
in the absence of well-understood
goals each problem becomes a special case. But the more fragmented
our approach to policy, r,he more
difficult it becomes to act consistently and purposefully. The typical
pattern of our governmental process
is therefore endless debate about
whether a given set of circumstances
is in fact a problem, until a crisis
removes all doubts but also the possibility of effective action. The committee system, which is an attempt
to reduce the inward insecurity of
our top personnel, leads to the paradoxical consequence of institutionalizing it.
The result is that American policy
displays a combination of abstractness and rigidity. Our method of
arriving at decisions and the qualities it reflects and rewards place a
greater premium on form than on
substance. Thus on any given issue
some paper will be produced for
almost any eventuality. But because
policy results from what are in effect adversary proceedings, proposals by the various departments or
agencies are often overstated to
permit compromise, or phrased
vaguely to allow freedom of interpretation. In any case, what is
considered policy is usually the
embodiment of a consensus in a
paper. The very qualities which
make the consensus possible tend to
inhibit sustained and subtle effort:
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An attempt to change course involves the prospect that the whole
searing process of arriving at a decision will have to be repeated. By
the same token, most of our initiatives tend to occur during crisis
periods. When frustration becomes
too great or a crisis brooks no further evasion, there arises the demand
for innovation almost for its own
sake. Yet innovation cannot be
achieved by fiat. Crisis conditions
do not encourage calm consideration; they rarely permit anything
except defensive moves.
The combination of unreflectiveness produced by the style of life of
our most eminent people in and out
of government, faith in administrative processes, and the conversational approach to policy accounts
for much of the uncertainty of our
policy. It leads to an enormous
waste of intellectual resources. The
price we pay for the absence of a
sense of direction is that we appear
to the rest of the world as vacillating, confused, and, what is most
worrisome, increasingly irrelevant.
The Demand for Intellectuals
In a revolutionary period, then, it
is precisely the practical man who
is most apt to become a prisoner of
events. It is most frequently the
administrator who is unable to
transcend the requirements of the
moment. Are there any groups in
our society who can overcome this
impasse? How about those who are
not engaged in administrative tasks
nor part of large organizations; the
individuals who devote themselves
to furthering or disseminating
knowledge—the intellectuals?
Any survey of the contemporary
American scene reveals, however,
that the problem is more complicated than our refusal or inability
to utilize this source of talent. Many
organizations, governmental or priTHE REPORTER

vate, rely on panels of experts. Political leaders have intellectuals as
advisers. Throughout our society,
policy-planning bodies proliferate.
Research organizations multiply.
The need for talent is a theme of
countless reports. What then is the
difficulty?
One problem is the demand for
expertise itself. Every problem
which our society becomes concerned
about—leaving aside the question
whether these are always the most
significant—calls into being panels,
committees, or study groups supported by either private or governmental funds. Many organizations
constantly call on intellectuals. As
a result, intellectuals with a reputation soon find themselves so
burdened that their pace of life
hardly differs from that of the executives whom they advise. They
cannot supply perspective because
they are as harassed as the policymakers. In his desire to be helpful, the intellectual is too frequently
compelled to sacrifice what should
be his greatest contribution to
society: his creativity.
Moreover, the pressure is not only
produced by the organizations that
ask for advice: some of it is generated by the self-image of the intellectual. In a pragmatic society, it is
almost inevitable not only that the
pursuit of knowledge for its own
sake should be lightly regarded by
the community but also that it
should engender feelings of insecurity or even guilt among some of
those who have dedicated themselves to it. There are many who
believe that their ultimate contribution as intellectuals depends on
the degree of their participation in
what is considered the active life.
It is not a long step from the willingness to give advice to having
one's self-esteem gratified by a consulting relationship with a large
organization. And since individuals
who challenge the presuppositions
of the bureaucracy, governmental
or private, rarely can keep their
positions as advisers, great pressures are created to elaborate on
familiar themes rather than risk
new departures that may both fail
and prove unacceptable.
The great valuation our society
places on expertise may be even
more inimical to innovation than
indifference. Since the American
intellectual is so strongly committed
to the same pragmatic values as the
rest of society, it produces a tremendous overspecialization. This in
turn makes it difficult for the intellectual to introduce a general perspective even from the vantage
point of his own calling. Panels of
experts are deliberately assembled
to contain representatives of particular approaches: a committee on
military policy will have spokesmen
for the "all-out war" as well as
March 5, 1959

for the "limited war" concept. A
committee on foreign policy will
have proponents for the "uncommitted areas" as well as specialists
for Europe. These are then expected
to adjust their differences by analogy with the committee procedure of
the bureaucracy. Not surprisingly,
the result is more often a common
denominator than a well-rounded
point of view.
is compounded
by the conception of the intelT
lectual held by the officials or
HIS

TENDENCY

organizations that call on him. The
specialization of functions of a
bureaucratized society delimits tasks
and establishes categories of expectations. A person is considered
suitable for assignments within
certain classifications. But the classification of the intellectual is
determined by the premium our
society places on administrative
skill. The intellectual is rarely
found at the level where decisions
are made; his role is commonly advisory. He is called in as a "specialist" in ideas whose advice is
compounded with that of others
from different fields of endeavor on
the assumption that the policymaker is able to choose the correct
amalgam between "theoretical" and

"practical" advice. And even in this
capacity the intellectual is not a
free agent. It is the executive who
determines in the first place whether he needs advice. He and the
bureaucracy frame the question to
be answered. The policymaker determines the standard of relevance.
He decides who is consulted and
thereby the definition of "expertness."
The fact that the need for excellence is constantly invoked is
no guarantee that its nature will be
understood. Excellence is more
often thought to consist in the ability to perform the familiar as well
as possible than in pushing back
the frontiers of knowledge or insight. The search for talent consists
more frequently in seeking personnel for well-understood tasks than
in an effort to bring about an environment that constantly produces
new and not yet imagined types of
performance. The "expert" not uncommonly is the person who elaborates the existing framework most
ably, rather than the individual
charting new paths.

of the intellectual to policy is therefore in
T
terms of criteria that he has played
HE CONTRIBUTION

a minor role in establishing. He is
rarely given the opportunity to
point out that a query delimits a
range of possible solutions or that
an issue is posed in irrelevant terms.
He is asked to solve problems, not
to contribute to the definition of
goals. Where decisions are arrived
at by negotiation, the intellectual—
particularly if he is not himself
part of the bureaucracy—is a useful
weight in the scale. He can serve as
a means to filter ideas to the top
outside of organization channels
or as a legitimizer for the viewpoint
of contending factions within and
among departments. This is why
many organizations build up batteries of outside experts or create
semi-independent research groups,
and why articles or books become
tools in the bureaucratic struggle.
In short, all too often what the
policymaker wants from the intellectual is not ideas but endorsement.
This is not to say that the motivation of the policymaker toward
the intellectual is cynical. The policymaker sincerely wants help. His
problem is that he does not know
the nature of the help he requires.
And he generally does not become
aware of a need until the problem
is already critical. He is subject to
the misconception that he can make
an effective choice among conflicting advisers on the basis of administrative rules of thumb and without
being fully familiar with the subject
matter. Of necessity the bureaucracy gears the intellectual effort to
its own requirements and its own
pace: the deadlines are inevitably
those of the policymaker, and all too
often they demand a premature disclosure of ideas which are then
dissected before they are fully developed. The administrative approach to intellectual effort tends to
destroy the environment from which
innovation grows. Its insistence on
"results" discourages the intellectual climate that might produce important ideas whether or not the
bureaucracy feels it needs them.
For these reasons, research institutes set up by governmental
agencies have sometimes reflected
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the views of their sponsor even when
they were financially independent.
As long as the sponsoring agency retains the right to define the tasks
of its research agency—or even the
majority of these tasks—it will also
determine the point of view of the
product. The uniformity of the administrative approach is after all
primarily the result less of fiscal
control than of all the intangibles of
fellowship and concern produced by
association with a particular group
and constant concentration on the
same range of issues. It is not overcome if the "outside" research institute has no greater possibility for
applying a wider perspective than
its sponsoring agency has.
Thus though the intellectual participates in policymaking to an
almost unprecedented degree, the
result has not necessarily been
salutary for him or of full benefit
for the organization using him. In
fact, the two have sometimes compounded each other's weaknesses.
Nor has the present manner of utilizing outside experts and research
institutes done more than reduce
somewhat the dilemmas of the policymakers. The production of so
much research often simply adds
another burden to already overworked officials. It tends to divert
attention from the act of judgment
on which policy ultimately depends
to the assembly of facts—which is
relatively the easiest step in policy
formation. Few if any of the recent
crises of U.S. policy have been
caused by the unavailability of data.
Our policymakers do not lack advice; they are in many respects
overwhelmed by it. They do lack
criteria on which to base judgments.
In the absence of commonly understood and meaningful standards, all
advice tends to become equivalent.
In seeking to help the bureaucracy
out of this maze, the intellectual
too frequently becomes an extension of the administrative machine,
accepting its criteria and elaborating its problems. While this too is a
necessary task and sometimes even
an important one, it does not touch
the heart of the problem: that purpose must dominate the mechanism
if we are to avoid disaster. The dilemma of our policy is not so much
that it cannot act on what it has
defined as useful—though this too
happens occasionally—but that the
standards of utility are in need of
redefinition. Neither the intellectual
nor the policymaker performs his
full responsibility if he shies away
from this essential task.
Recharging the Batteries
This is not a call for the intellectual
to remain aloof from policymaking. Nor have intellectuals who
have chosen withdrawal necessarily helped the situation. There are
34

intellectuals outside the bureaucracy who are not part of the maelstrom of committees and study
groups but who have nevertheless
contributed to the existing stagnation through a perfectionism that

paralyzes action by posing unreal
alternatives. (If we have the choice
between rebuilding our cities or
launching a satellite, we must
choose the former.) There are intellectuals within the bureaucracy who
have avoided the administrative approach but who must share the reresponsibility for the prevailing
confusion because they refuse to
recognize the inevitable element of
conjecture in policymaking. (How
can we be sure about Soviet motives? How can we be certain that
in say thirty years the Soviet system will not be like ours?) The intellectuals of other countries in the
free world where the influence of
pragmatism is less pronounced and
the demands of the bureaucracies
less insatiable have not made a more
significant contribution. The spiritual malaise described here may
have other symptoms elsewhere.
The fact remains that the entire free
world suffers not only from administrative myopia but also from selfrighteousness and the lack of a
sense of direction.
One reason why intellectuals outside the administrative machines
have not made a greater contribution is that for them protest has too
often become an end in itself.
Whether they have withdrawn by
choice or because of the nature of
their society, many intellectuals
have confused the issues by simplifying them too greatly. They have
refused to recognize that policymaking involves not only the clear
conception of ideas but also the
management of men. In the process
analysis has been too often identified with policymaking.
But the equivalence is not absolute, particularly if analysis is conceived too rigidly. Effective policy
fits its measures to circumstances.
Analysis strives to eliminate the accidental; it seeks principles of general validity. The policymaker is
faced with situations where at some
point discussion will be overtaken
by events, where to delay for the
sake of refinement of thought may
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invite disaster. Analysis, by contrast,
can and must always sacrifice time
to clarity; it is not completed until
all avenues of research have been
explored. The difference between
the mode of policy and the mode
of analysis is therefore one of perspective. Policy looks toward the
future; its pace is dictated by the
need for decision in a finite time.
Analysis assumes an accomplished
act or a given set of factors; its pace
is the pace of reflection.
The difficulty arises not from the
analytic method but from the failure
to relate it to the problems of the
policymaker. The quest for certainty, essential for analysis, may be
paralyzing when pushed to extremes with respect to policy. The
search for universality, which has
produced so much of the greatest intellectual effort, may lead to something close to dogmatism in national
affairs. The result can be a tendency
to recoil before the act of choosing
among alternatives which is inseparable from policymaking, and to
ignore the tragic aspect of policymaking which lies precisely in its
unavoidable component of conjecture. There can come about a temptation to seek to combine the advantage of every course of action;
to delay commitment until "all the
facts are in," until, that is, the future has been reduced to an aspect
of the past.
s
on many issues
the short-run and manipulative
A
approach of the bureaucracy and its
A CONSEQUENCE,

adjuncts is opposed, if at all, by an
abstract, dogmatic moralism that all
too often cannot be related to the
problem at hand. The technicians
who act as if the cold war were its
own purpose are confronted by others who sometimes talk as if the
cold war could be ended by redefining the term. The Machiavellianism
of short-term expedients much too
frequently has as its sole antagonist
a Utopianism that seems more concerned with registering a dissent
than with contributing a sense of
direction. The self-righteousness
that sees in conscientious co-ordinating procedures a sufficient gauge
of valid policy is little affected by a
perfectionism that segments policy
into cycles of domestic and foreign
concerns (do we have the moral
right to act abroad as long as there
is a Little Rock?); or by a fastidiousness that spends more energy on
establishing a moral equivalence between our attitudes and those of
Communism than on defining the
moral content of what we stand for.
(Since we and the Communists distrust each other, an attempt on our
part to claim superior morality is
the most certain means to prevent
a lasting peace.)
Thus if the intellectual is to deepTHE REPORTER

management of men makes them
overlook the difficulty in the application of their maxims.
The solution is not to turn philosophers into kings or kings into
philosophers. But it is essential that
our leadership groups overcome the
approach to national issues as an
extracurricular activity that does
not touch the core of their concerns.
The future course of our society is
not a matter to be charted administratively. The specialization of
functions turns into a caricature
when decision making and the pursuit of knowledge on which it is
based are treated as completely
separate activities, by either executives or intellectuals. Our society
requires above all to overcome its
current lassitude, to risk itself on
new approaches in a situation diffrom our historical expectalaboratory to "recharge his batter- ferent
tion.
This
of purpose cannot
ies." If he fails to do this he will come from sense
a bureaucracy, and it
turn into an administrator, distin- will not come
our present
guished from some of his colleagues leadership groupsfrom
if
they
continue
only by having been recruited from to see the challenge primarily
as a
the intellectual community. Such a succession of technical problems.
relationship does not preclude a
major contribution. But it will then
It is true that many of the diffihave to be in terms of the organiza- culties described here are due to
tion's criteria, which can be changed qualities which also account for the
from within only by those in the strength and vitality of our society.
most pre-eminent positions.
Against the background of our sudden projection into world affairs
we
have undoubtedly performed
The Highest of Stakes
creditably. Unfortunately, our peUltimately the problem is not the riod offers no prizes for having done
intellectual's alone or even pri- reasonably well; it does not permit
marily. There is no substitute for us to rest on historical comparison.
greater insight on the part of our Our sole measure is our ability to
executives, in or out of government. contribute a sense of direction in a
Advice cannot replace knowledge. world in turmoil.
Neither Churchill nor Lincoln nor
HE INTELLECTUAL must therefore Roosevelt was the product of a
HE STAKES could hardly be highdecide not only whether to par- staff. As long as our executives
er. The deepest cause of the inticipate in the administrative proc- conceive their special skill to be
ess but also in what capacity: a kind of intuitive ability to choose humanity of our time is probably
whether as an intellectual or as an among conflicting advice and as the pedantic application of adminislong as they see this skill largely trative norms. Its symbol may well
in administrative or psychological be the "commissar," the ideal type
but not substantive terms, their of bureaucrat, who condemns thourelationship with the intellectual sands without love and without
will produce frustration as often as hatred simply in pursuance of an
mutual support. The executive, abstract duty. But we would do ourwhile making a ritual of consulting selves an injustice if we ignored that
the intellectual, will consider him the commissar is not just a Soviet but
hopelessly abstract or judge him by a universal phenomenon—the Sohis suitability in achieving short- viet system has simply encouraged
term ends. And the intellectual, it in its most extreme form. He is
administrator. If he assumes the while participating in the policy- the administrator whose world is
former role, it is essential for him making process, will always have defined by regulations in whose
to retain the freedom to deal with the feeling that he never had a making he had no part, and whose
the policymaker from a position of chance to present the most impor- substance does not concern him, to
independence, and to reserve the tant considerations. The executives' whom reality is exhausted by the
right to assess the policymaker's de- lack of understanding of the process organization in which he finds himmands in terms of his own stand- of reflection and the fragmented self. Our challenge is to rescue the
ards. Paradoxically, this may turn nature of their approach to policy individual from this process; to esout to be also most helpful to the causes them to place a premium on cape from the pretentiousness and
policymaker. For the greater the qualities in intellectuals which they stultifying quality of an atmosphere
bureaucratization and the more emi- can most easily duplicate in their in which all sense of reverence for
nent the policymaker, the more own organization. It leads them to the unique is lost in the quest for
difficult it is to obtain advice in apply administrative criteria to the reducing everything to manipulable
which substantive considerations problems of creativity, thereby mak- quantities. The way we face this
are not submerged by or at least ing it difficult to transcend the challenge will be the ultimate test
identified with organizational re- standards of the moment. The in- of our long-proclaimed belief in
tellectuals' unfamiliarity with the the dignity of the individual.
quirements.

en national policy he faces a delicate task. He must steer between
the Scylla of letting the bureaucracy
prescribe what is relevant or useful
and the Charybdis of denning these
criteria too abstractly. If he inclines too much toward the former,
he will turn into a promoter of
technical remedies; if he chooses the
latter, he will run the risks of confusing dogmatism with morality
and of courting martyrdom—of becoming, in short, as wrapped up in
a cult of rejection as the activist is
in a cult of success.
Where to draw the line between
excessive commitment to the bureaucracy and paralyzing aloofness
depends on so many intangibles of
circumstance and personality that
it is difficult to generalize. Perhaps
the matter can be stated as follows:
one of the challenges of the contemporary situation is to demonstrate the overwhelming importance
of purpose over technique. The
intellectual should therefore not
refuse to participate in policymaking, for to do so would confirm the
administrative stagnation. But in
co-operating, the intellectual has
two loyalties: to the organization
that employs him as well as to values
which transcend the bureaucratic
framework and which provide his
basic motivation. It is important for
him to remember that one of his
contributions to the administrative
process is his independence, and
that one of his tasks is to seek to
prevent unthinking routine from
becoming an end in itself.

T
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Such an attitude requires an occasional separation from administration. In all humility, the intellectual
must guard his distinctive and in
this particular context most crucial
qualities: the pursuit of knowledge
rather than of administrative ends,
the perspective supplied by a nontechnical vantage point. It is therefore essential for him to return from
time to time to his library or his
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What Happened
To Washington's Teeth?
MARGARET GIBBS

W
we used to go to Washington
at least once or twice a year, or as
HEN MY DAUGHTER Was a c h i l d ,

often as we visited my family in
Baltimore. Some relative always invited us to go to Mount Vernon.
Nothing could have given my child
more pleasure. As soon as the excursion was proposed, she would squeal:
"Oh goodie! Then we can see
those teeth, Mother!"
"General Washington's teeth," I
tried to correct her. "General Washington was our first President, the
Father of our Country . . ." and in
icy tones I would go on to remind
her of the other interesting things
to be seen at this shrine.
It did no good. "Those teeth are
something!" she would breathe to
herself.
Her eccentricity was shared by
others. We were often accompanied
on these jaunts by small cousins and
friends. They were all in the know.
At the entrance gate, an air of excitement flared up among them.
They pushed and hauled their adults
up to and through the mansion. We
could not stop to gaze at the Palladian Window, for the game of
catch was on the minute we entered
the door. We were forced to chase
our darlings past the West Parlor,
the Music Room, the Library. Upstairs, one of them might point out
the funny bed that was so high a
36

pair of steps had to be used to get
into it, but they all hopped from
foot to foot while the grownups insisted on admiring the view from
the East Piazza. Then we were
whizzed through the vegetable gardens, the rose garden. The outbuildings were completely ignored as they
made a final sprint for the museum.
When we caught up with them, the
children were already glued in front
of the glass case that displayed
George Washington's false teeth at
their eye level. There they would
stay as long as our patience could
bear it, uttering no sound other than
an occasional "Gee!" of incredulity.
The set was indeed an awesome
sight. The teeth were made of wood,
two rounded slabs bristling with
separate pegs. They might have been
anything from a wall for a toy fortress
to an intricate nutcracker, but teeth
they were, according to the inscription lying beside them. Furthermore,
and most important, the Father of
our Country had worn them. They
were of a magnificent mahogany or
rosewood color, and it's a legend as
old as the cherry tree that this patina
was caused by the quantities of Madeira consumed by eighteenth-century gentlemen. They were a prime
example of Yankee ingenuity and an
extraordinary thing to see along with
teacups, swords, fans, and Bibles. All
our little friends loved them.
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After my daughter was about
twelve, fascination for such oddities seemed to slacken. Perhaps for
this reason, we never went near
Mount Vernon again until one day
last spring.
She is now a young matron, delicately interested in antiques and
historic monuments of all sorts. She
"ohed" and "ahed" over color
schemes, fine pieces of furniture
caught her eye, she pointed out architectural details. It was all very ladi-da. After strolling through the
mansion, we walked in the rose garden, we admired the espalier trees.
We inspected all the outbuildings,
including the carriage shed; then,
finally, since the visit was something
of a nostalgic pilgrimage, we entered the museum. We had no notion of the storm we were about to
create.
Instinctively, we went to the case
we knew so well. It was still full
of lace handkerchiefs and other
bibelots, but, to our disappointment,
the teeth were missing. We made a
systematic round of all the rest of
the cases; still no teeth were to be
seen. I decided to ask an attendant
about them.
HE QUESTION seemed

to shock him.
a pause, he stated in a
precise tone that the present curator
considered them indelicate, so they
were not on display. It was my turn
to be shocked. After all, my sense
of good taste was challenged by any
such answer. Before I knew what I
was doing, I heard myself in my
haughtiest tone:
"Kindly give me the name of the
curator. I should like to write to
him about this matter!"
At that the guard bristled. Instead
of giving out anyone's name, he
asked sharply how long it had been
since I had been to Mount Vernon.
When I confessed I couldn't remember, he eyed me with malice.
"To my knowledge, the teeth have
not been exhibited in forty years."
"That's impossible! This young
lady was with me the last time I was
here and she happens to be twenty!
As for myself . . . " I choked back
my reasonable feminine rage at his
implication. "My last visit to this
museum must have been no earlier
than 1950."
This vain attempt to regain some
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